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March,

pmuw,, cuiuvatea or wild, will precipitate us inco
in a miry slouch of nomenclature that we shall never escape. The
Dposition has a good end in view, and we are in hearty sympathy with

» purpose of recording the variations to which plants are subject. The
inner in which this is to be carried out, however, is of the utmost im-
lance. if every one who comes across a plant whose leaves do not

ite accord with the description of the species is to rush into print in

-
nearest journal with a description of '^f<yrma lanmAata" or "mbforma

shall erelong have to cry, "Hold ! enough ! " The process
for the recordi

particular species is suspected of being v

th^^27^^r'^'"Vu ^P^^^'^^"^' ^ith full data of collection.

mateSal wmp'Tf ^ ^ ^"'^ Prolonged study and abundant
material will enable any respectable opinion to be formed

Judgment the time is hardly ripe here for this study. There

EuZ?p'otrlld"rV'°.'J°
be possessed. In England and western

8o3arP rf r f
.'^""^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ly exhausted the species.and

wo^k Tt. t J ^ ^"^ Here a vast amount of
work IS to be done in collecting and properly describing species.

i
; but he who imperfectly describes a

species often puzzles
g

righteous (vexed. First, bv too hn^r • ^
ber of ar^,in r, -.u t

^descriptions. One can hardly pick up iber of Grevm^ without being struck by the absurdly conLnsed^
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868 there given. When Cooke and Maasee describe a Gloeosporium on
cultivated Pelargoniums in three lines, who can believe that it is ade-
quately characterized ? When that species is found on wild Pelargoniums,
as It well may be, does anyone think that it will be easily identified ?
Will It not rather necessitate a painful expenditure of time, and perhaps
even then (should the type specimens be lost) have to be relegated to the
hmbo of "species non satis notse" ? The case has many parallels.

Again, he suffers from the description of imperfect material. Mitten
sees two stems of a Hypnum in Douglas's collection and describes it as a
new species

!
with the remark that it may be an already described epe-

cies! Austin receives a sterile Hypnum from Colorado, and describes it
as a new species, comparing it with four others in widely separated sec-
tions of the genus! Kindberg finds a moss in Macoun's collections, and
though he is unable to determine to which of two very unlike genera it

belongs, describes it as a new species ! Examples might be multiplied.
Again, he is exasperated by description by comparison. For ex-

an^ple, Kindberg recently describes a Bryum, of which he had neither

well-known species, to which he imagines it allied^ Now no finite intel-
ligence can determine the affinity of a Bryum by leaves alone ; and when
over half of the points of^ comparison are within the known range of va-

not helps. His alleged description is too brief, purely comparative, and
based on entirely insufficient material. It is a type of all that is bad in its

line. Let us hope that the species makers will cease
Giving diagnoses instead of descriptions

;

Comparing a new species with an old, except as a supplement to a
full description ; and

Naming material which is only fit to be shelved till it is completed
by further discovery.

CURRENTLITERATURE.

For some years previous to his death, Professor Gray had in contem-
plation a revision of his popular text-books, the Lessons, Manual and
Field, Forest and Garden Botany, all of which were out of date, and, the


